5 Trending Wedding Theme Ideas in 2017
A wedding is a special day for obvious reasons, but it will be more special if you can have
your dream theme one. Various trending wedding theme ideas in 2017 present interesting
options. You can have the revival of traditional themes or the contemporary and quirky
ones. Here are some of the most popular wedding themes people boast in 2017.
Fantasy/Sci-Fi Wedding
Fantasy and sci-fi fictions, both literature and movies, have seeped deeply into popular
culture. If you are a fan of this genre, having a wedding with this theme will be memorable
and Instagram-worthy. From elegant forest wedding with Lord of the Rings theme to
spectacular “space” wedding inspired by Star Wars, imagination is your limit.
Vintage Wedding
Vintage style never gets old, and it oozes both classic and elegant look. Vintage style is also
versatile because you can apply it on either low or high-budget wedding. Lacy dresses, flea
market stuffs as unique decorations, high hairdo, and family heirlooms are great additions
to a classic wedding.
Opulent, Dramatic Wedding
Opulence is back this year due to rising trend of a luxurious wedding (especially the ones
captured on Instagram or Pinterest). If you have a large budget, go big and create dramatic
flair in your decorations and dresses. Intricate ornaments, glitzy decorations, sparkling
wedding dress, and elegant, spacious wedding hall are what you need to make your day
even more special.
Colorful/Whimsical Wedding
More couples opt for whimsical or quirky touch in their weddings rather than traditional
romantic style. It can manifest in a lot of things, depending on your style. Asymmetrical
decorations, large and colorful flowers, unique benches/chairs for guests, quirky wedding

cake, unique embellishments such as balloon arrangements, and even bridesmaid’s dresses
can contribute to out-of-the-box wedding look.
Rustic Wedding
Rustic style gives a fresh look to an event usually associated with luxury. This theme is
perfect for outdoor wedding, and you can apply various rustic elements. Wooden benches
and tables, wildflower or leaf decorations, party favor in mason jars, and a summer dress
with simple cut are great elements for rustic wedding.
Which one of these trending wedding theme ideas do you prefer for your special day?

